F. Corrections to the publications

**Publication [I]**

On the page 853 on second line below the Algorithm 2 the term $m - k$ should be $m - q$.

In the middle of the page 854 ‘They maintain synonym links, . . . ’ should be ‘In case of collision they use another hash function’.

**Publication [II]**

On page 83 the initialization of array `restore` in Algorithm 2 is here in corrected form as Algorithm 13. The If-clause on line 6 had an error.

**Publication [III]**

On page 163 the name ‘Least cost algorithm’ should be ‘Optimal mismatch algorithm’.

**Publication [IV]**

On page 420 the line 10 of Algorithm 1 BMHq should be:

10: \[ \text{if } k > n \text{ then exit} \]
11: Check the potential occurrence
12: \[ s \leftarrow r \]

**Publication [V]**

On page 31 the title of Algorithm 4.3 should be SBNDM2.c (instead of BNDM2.c). Also the sixth line of Algorithm 4.3 should be ‘i += m-2;’ or ‘i += m-q;’ (instead of ‘i += m-1;'>}
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**Publication [VI]**

The page numbers in the reference [1] should be 295–310.